Ninth Trail Work Day Completed
By Larry Gomes, Trail Master
Milan Trail Huggers
October 7, 2021
A total of seven volunteers came for our ninth trail work day of the season on the Bell Hill
Connector Trail which was held on a Thursday due to favorable weather and availability of help.
Volunteers included Steve Currier, Mike Dowling, Dana Dowling, Steve Kellet, John Ryan, Kate
Gomes and Larry Gomes.
The goal of the work day was to install the railings on the boardwalk bridge but this could only
happen because of the prep work done during the week leading up to the work day.
On the previous Friday, Larry and Kate Gomes picked up the railing lumber and transported it to
the bridge site. They then started to install the railing posts on the bridge. Their prep work
continued on Wednesday with them getting about two thirds of the railing posts installed
before the work day.
This enabled the work crew to immediately start installing the bottom, middle and top rails on
the bridge upon arrival.
While most of the crew worked on carrying lumber and nailing up the railing boards, Larry and
Kate continued installing the remaining posts to stay ahead of the rest of the crew. By the end
of the work day, the railing install was complete.
Our sincere thanks go out to these seven volunteers for their help on Thursday. Here are some
pictures taken during the railing installation process:

Railing post blocks, posts and supports were all precut a couple of weeks ahead of time and
then brought on site when needed.

Railing post blocks were lined up using a string and then screwed in from underneath using
timber lags. These blocks were set at 4’ intervals to insure the easy alignment of the 16’ long
railing boards.

Nail guns were used to fasten the railing boards to the posts.

Due to careful preparation of materials and the leveling of each post, the rails are arrow
straight on this 114’-long bridge.

